
Patchwork 
 

Setup  

 Choose the side of the time board you prefer. 

The 5 leather patches     on the time board.  

The patches    in a circle around the time board. 

The neutral pawn    in front of the patch of size 1x2 ( order). 

 The 1, 5, 10 and 20 buttons  tiles  +  the 7x7 tile    on the table. 

 Each player takes: 

o 5 buttons . 

o The player board in their color. 

o The marker  in their color    on the 1
st
 space of the time board. 

 

 

 

 

Game turn 

1 
 

EITHER Advance your marker Advance your marker on the space just in front of your opponent’s marker. 

Take 1 button  per space moved. 

OR Buy a patch 

 

1) Choose 1 of the 3 patches in front of the neutral pawn ( order). 

Put the neutral pawn next to the chosen patch. 

2) Pay the number of buttons  shown on the label. 

3) Add the patch to your board.  

  You may flip the patch. Patches do not overlap. 

4) Advance your marker by the number of timers shown on the label. 

  If the arrival space is occupied, put your marker on top. 

Do not advance beyond the last space. 

2 
 

If your marker moves onto or past Then 

A leather patch  Take the patch  and add it to your board. 

A button  Take as many buttons  as you have on your board. 
 

3 The first player to fill a 7x7 square takes the 7x7 tile. 

 

End of game : When both players reach the last space of the time board. 

     The sum of your buttons  tiles   

     7 if 7x7 tile 

     2 / empty space on your board 

    The player with the most points wins. If tie, the first to reach the last space. 
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The furthest behind on the time board takes their turn. 

If tie, the marker on top is the furthest behind. 

 


